In this article, I use Donna Haraway's philosophy to think about postcolonial encounters between different species. I follow entangled stories of the deer/settler-child figure to trouble colonialisms and untangle the histories and trajectories that we inhabit with other species through colonial histories. I shy away from generalizations and instead grapple with complexities that ordinary stories bring as I attempt to engage in nonhegemonic versions of childhood studies.
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The child care centre where I work on Vancouver Island, British Columbia, is located next to a forest that is home to many indigenous species, including mule deer. The children and educators at the centre love this forest and we often take nature walks through it. The sounds, smells, and sights we encounter on these walks spark many conversations throughout the day. To our delight, the deer who live in these woods visit our centre regularly, approaching the chain link fence that separates them from the children. The fence is a child care licensing requirement, ostensibly to restrain the children for their own safety; in reality, it restricts the deer more than it does the children, because the children, with adult supervision, can pass through a gate to the other side.
Mature deer visit the centre in the fall and winter; in the spring we greet the new fawns with excitement. We adults remind the children not to startle the deer; when a deer approaches the fence, we ask those children who are in a different room to come quickly to the window; together, we watch as the deer walk the length of the fence; we pay attention to their every movement. We are all deeply interested in the deer. I am curious, too, about the deer's interest in coming close to the fence to look at us, to look at the children. I wonder who is watching whom and what the risks are of the intersecting gaze. What is this relationship about? What happens when two species with different but entangled histories come together? What kinds of relations are being shaped, right at that moment, between indigenous and settler 2 species? As the deer and the children look at each other, histories are enacted, lives are changed, and new possibilities are generated for responding to each other. The responsibilities we have toward the deer we look in the eyes are real and actual; they shape us as beings and require a response.
We cannot innocently ignore the ways in which the deer's lives -and our own -are shaped by our intra-actions. We are in the middle of who the deer are and the deer are in the midst of who we become. For example, in the moment of the gaze, the politics of wild animals might change. Food economies might shift as we encounter the deer face to face. 3 And, as these systems are altered, we and the deer are changed forever. Does this coshaping offer possibilities for learning how to live and to become together in less violent, more "equitable" ways? What can we learn from these encounters about life in a postcolonial state 4 ? How has this encounter shaped, and been shaped by, colonial imaginaries? How might this encounter undo us as well as our practices with young children?
For some time now, cultural differences and diversity have been topics of interest in child and youth studies. Much has been written about difference and diversity, both in academic circles and discussions of practice. As an example of the latter, BC's Early Learning Framework (Government of British Columbia, 2008) includes the following statement to describe the importance of social responsibility and diversity when working with young children:
Children benefit from opportunities to build relationships, to learn about their own heritage and culture and that of others, and to recognize the connection between their own actions and the wider world. These activities help build the ethical foundation for social and environmental health and well-being, now and in the future. (p. 33) Academics, in recent years, have challenged colonialisms and neocolonialisms, including Canada's colonial history and contemporary neocolonial rationalities and mentalities within the context of Canadian childhood (de Finney, Dean, Loiselle, & Saraceno, 2011; Nxumalo, Pacini-Ketchabaw, & Rowan, 2011; Pacini-Ketchabaw, 2007 , 2010 Pacini-Ketchabaw, White, & Armstrong de Almeida, 2006) . The intention of much of this literature has been to situate contemporary childhoods within colonial enterprises and to engage in confronting, challenging, and undoing the dominative and assimilative 3 Levinas's (1969) ethics of face-to-face relations makes us answerable to the call of the other: "In the faceto-face relationship the individual experiences being obligated before the Other, and is called to response and responsibility in relating to the person who is other than himself or herself" (Cook & Young, 2004, p. 343) . I argue that this ethics can be extended to human-nonhuman relations (see Rose, 2004) . 4 My use of the term 'postcolonial state,' both here and throughout, does not denote the end of colonization. I use the term to be attentive to colonized, racialized, and gendered histories entwined with state formation (see Jiwani, 2006; Razack, Smith, & Thobani, 2010). forces of colonialism as a historical and contemporary process. Many questions have been addressed, including these: How do racial and economic hierarchies and categories from colonial pasts persist in today's social, political, and material landscapes within the context of childhood? How are neocolonialisms activated in Canadian childhoods? And, how do they shape their spatialities and temporalities? These questions remain extremely important. In the Canadian context, the effects of colonization bleed into the present in many ways, particularly in assimilation policies and ongoing material and cultural appropriations of Canada's Indigenous peoples.
One commonality of these texts is their focus on human relations-how humans come together, what happens when differently positioned humans come together, how differences among humans function in always already differential power dynamics, and so on. These discussions have been immensely helpful in a field that for too long has paid little attention to the intricacies and subtleties of colonialisms and neocolonialisms (de Finney, Little, Skott-Myhre, & Gharabaghi, 2012). However, when I sit with the children to watch the deer through the child care centre's window, I am aware that this relationship involves much more than just an innocent look. What histories are we inhabiting here? What's going on through/within our act of looking?
In this article, I want to extend the important conversations that have shifted how we think about children and social justice by exploring the kinds of encounters I related in the opening paragraphs-encounters among humans and nonhumans in postcolonial states. What happens when human and nonhuman bodies come together? Through this inquiry, I follow a curiosity in child and youth studies around nonhuman others (see Pacini-Ketchabaw, in press, submitted; Pacini-Ketchabaw, Kummen, & Thompson, in press; Skott-Myhre, 2012) . By looking at human/nonhuman entanglements, I argue that the troubling of multiculturalism and colonialisms (the topic of this issue) is not limited to humans, and I engage with the following question: How can we conceive a politics for troubling colonialisms in which human individuals are not necessarily the central players, but players among nonhuman others?
To engage in this politics, I grapple with practices and stories that are both political and mundane, as is the story above. I hope that through these ordinary stories I can offer a challenge for responding to our colonial histories. I draw on biologist-philosopher Donna Haraway's (1995) "bag-lady story telling" in which she notes that "stories do not reveal secrets by heroes pursuing luminous objects across and through the plot matrix of the world" (p. 71); instead, they put "unexpected partners and irreducible details into a frayed, porous carrier bag" (p. 71). In the process, bag-lady stories "do not have beginnings or ends; they have continuations, interruptions, and reformulations" (p. 71). In other words, these stories build worlds. Affrica Taylor (2011) explains this approach to story telling as one that "grapple[s] head-on with knotty differences -not to minimize or discount them, not to try and assimilate them, not to reduce them to exclusively human concerns, but to let them be 'irreducible'" (p. 5). The key, she asserts, is "embarking upon the practice of 'loosening up' and 'untangling' the knots, so that [we] can 'pull out the threads' and trace their connections" (p. 5).
Through story telling, Haraway (2008) relational ethic that is less humancentric and more worldly (Taylor, Blaise, & Giugni, 2013) , how to grapple with the dilemmas that differences bring, and how to "become with." I see these directions as the "more that is required" that Haraway asks for in the quote above. I find this approach helpful for my own mappings of natureculture entanglements specific to postcolonial Canada. In these mappings, I shy away from generalizations and instead grapple with some of the complexities that mundane stories
bring.
In what follows, I map relations between indigenous deer and settler Canadians. I situate this mapping in the specific relations and entanglements of the lives of young children and of deer on Vancouver Island to argue that we need analyses of postcolonial entanglements that consider all partners and relational knots. As Haraway (1997) Haraway (1997 Haraway ( , 2008 calls them, that are generated. I am interested in the coshaping that takes place in encounters like the ones I related above and the ones below.
Referring to dogs, Haraway (2008) says that nonhuman species "have not been unchangeable animals confined to the supposedly ahistorical order of nature. Nor have people emerged unaltered from the interactions. Relations are constitutive" (p. 62). This means that all encounters somehow matter because it is through these encounters that we emerge as "historical beings, as subjects and objects to each other, precisely through the verbs of their relating" (p. 62).
Deer/settler-child entanglements
Black-and whitetail deer and their hybrid descendants, including mule deer, have been living in North America for more than two million years. Mule deer are plentiful in many parts of Vancouver Island. Although much of their value today is aesthetic and recreational, deer meat was an important part of the First Nations diet for thousands of years and, in many cases, still is. Deer were also an important link between First Nations and white Europeans. Not only did the European colonizers depend on deer meat to survive, they also "killed many in order to provision trading posts and also exported deer hides with other furs. In the late 1800s, market hunters supplied mining camps with deer meat" (British Columbia Ministry of Environment, Lands, and Parks, n.d., p. 5). Deer have taught us visitors in the territory we call North America something about this land.
They have also participated in our capital accumulation and empire building. Since World War II, recreational hunting and tourism have boosted the value of deer in the North American economy to millions of dollars. Today, we have a profitable hunting industry built around killing deer, and we also showcase them to tourists who are delighted to see frightened deer in our beautiful forest parks.
Our relationship with the deer becomes a bit more "testy" when we encounter them in our gardens. Simply put, we don't like deer to eat the flowers and vegetables we have worked so hard to grow after long, bare winters. Living beside a ravine, I encounter these creatures all the time in my little garden. They love the roses and, even more, my neighbours' figs. There is always someone in the neighbourhood who comes to the rescue and ensures that the deer go back to the ravine where they belong: in nature. Some of the neighbours have enclosed their gardens, or parts of them, with fences to deter unwanted visitors.
Fences, children, and deer form interesting assemblages. For example, the fence that separates the child care centre from the deer becomes a material/semiotic marker of hyperseparation between the "civilized" domesticated world of the child and educator on one hand and the "uncivilized" indigenous world of the deer on the other. On one side of the fence, we find the manicured child care centre playground, which has been recently renovated to meet "natural playground" stipulations. On the other side, the grass grows wild and huge pine trees provide shade. As Lesley Instone (2010) These stories might imply that our relationship with deer is sometimes violent. Foucault (1977) would tell us, however, to look at points of resistance. Better yet, we could look at our coshaping (Haraway, 2008) with the deer. In my research for this article, I came across the following quote on an American hunting website that explains how we and deer emerged together:
The early and ongoing colonization of America did little to diminish the whitetail's presence. To the contrary, it helped increase and broaden deer populations. Before colonization, our forests were large, dense and contiguous. As These stories make me wonder about living with difference. How are different species entangled together? How do we shape each other? Can this shaping be done in a respectful way? The deer who look at us (and we who look at the deer) are part of colonial conquest, trade, economies, ecologies, resistances, tourism, and entertainment (Haraway, 2008) . How do we learn to live together in this "knotty" relation in less violent ways? Following Haraway (2008) , I suggest that we take these questions and complexities seriously as we think about our own demands on the Other, on those whose lands and lives we have come to impose ourselves. Let's ask how we got here together and how we have shaped each other's lives and histories.
Many stories speak specifically about the entanglement of children's and deer's lives.
Walt Disney's Bambi (1942) provides a productive space to think about the place deer occupy in the North American settler imaginary, and it is through this film that many North American children have established an affectionate relationship with deer. Hastings (1996) , in "Bambi and the Hunting Ethos," describes the film's affectionate tone:
[The film] presents an idyllic forest without active carnivores. One could argue that the movie's real theme is love in all its varieties, as the opening song, "Love This film is far from innocent, however, and we know that how children relate to troubling messages in films like Bambi is not straightforward (Tobin, 2000) . In Bambi, as in many other Disney stories, we find a gestating space of corporate interests, colonization of desires, idealized versions of North America, racialized and gendered discourses, and much, much more (Kasturi, 2002) . Since Bambi, hunting will never be seen the same way. And this, of course, brings material consequences for those who depend on deer as an important part of their diets. Whose meals are more important?
These are the kinds of "knotty" spaces that Haraway (2008) suggests we take head-on instead of just analyzing them from a distance. Further, these knotty spaces "require action and respect," but without a final "resolution" (p. 300).
In addition to stories like Bambi, direct encounters with deer further complexify the deer/settler relationship. Deer occupy an ambivalent place in the lives of many Vancouver Island children. As this article's opening alludes, children do have regular "friendly" encounters with deer through the window or the fence. The fence separates the children and educators from the deer, but it also allows for boundary blurrings and crossings that help to undo the categorical divisions it creates between colonized/colonizer and human/nonhuman. Children and educators alike enjoy their special excursions into the forest. These are now even easier through the gate that was installed during the playground renovations. Crossing the fence gives the children pleasure and a sense of novelty as they excitedly hope for encounters with the animals and trees they know live there, including deer. These fence crossings and encounters, as I argue later, have much potential for learning to live in postcolonial spaces.
But children's encounters with deer are not always as pleasant as the ones that take place at the child care centre. My doctoral student, Denise Hodgins, tells of her son being terrified of deer, specifically of an eventual deer attack. Wild animals are often feared in places like Vancouver Island. It's mostly cougars and bears that are feared, but reports of deer attacks have recently gained some momentum. It is common to hear in the news about the need to push deer out of urban areas as they become more and more accustomed to humans. Deer, the story goes, have become aggressive, not only toward humans but also toward pets.
Unlike Bambi or stories of deer attack, other encounters and stories compel me to look at the deer that pass the child care centre -and the deer that eat my roses, and the deer that are written about on hunting websites -from another vantage point. Her cat Orono and Nora, a deer, are getting to know each other in the old cedar grove in Shanne's back yard. Haraway (2008) suggests that these stories can act as "microcosms" for thinking about both "how to inherit the history" of gaze with the deer and "how to shape becoming with them" in a potentially productive way (p. 105). Taylor (2011) warns us that these are not merely innocent stories of a cute deer with a caring dog. Instead, these stories bring species face to face to encounter their relationships head-on. They do not anthropomorphize deer and dogs "as infantilized humans in furry suits" like many children's stories do. Nor is this is "a domestication story that celebrates human mastery of nature" (p. 8). These stories, Taylor says, are "queer kin stor[ies] of knotty [deer/settler] co-existence of an unexpected and opportunistic kind" (p. 8) that allow us to think about cross-species relational grapplings that are the direct consequence of settler practices that disturb and endanger" lives (p. 8). Taylor suggests that, "by offering children the paradoxically mundane-yet-unusual details of such daily [multispecies] grapplings," these kinds of stories incite children to ask "What else is going on here?"
and to be curious about the specific circumstances that bring species "together as queer kin in the first place" (p. 8). Simultaneously, these stories create spaces "for children to think about how they live with the differences of more-than-human others in their own commonworlds" (p. 8).
In the case of the children at the child care centre, the fence becomes, as Instone (2010) says, "a line of communication, not just a division": "Far from being stationary and fixed the fence is a dynamic space of contestation and interaction that activates all manner of work" (p. 97). The fence, as contested space, might "enact shifting relations between native/non-native, nature/culture" that are unknown (Instone, 2010, p. 98) . The fence was constructed to prevent children's encounters with the "wild," the "outside."
But as it stands there, it also presents a way to relate differently to the "wild" and the "native," and to the deer that inhabit the forest. Instone (2010) , referring to fences that "protect" grasslands in Royal Park in Australia, writes:
Back at the fence we can understand a different relation than that of division and dualism, instead considering the fence as enacting an encounter, a space of conjunction and the possibility of a sideways movement across and along. From this perspective, other forms of connectivity more attuned to uncertainty, context, situation and multiplicity, more open to earthly others and lively encounters, may serve us better. (p. 110)
The fence is not just one thing; it has become entangled in human/nonhuman histories and networks without clear boundaries. Surprising possibilities might emerge from these entanglements from which we might learn new ways to live together in postcolonial spaces. As Instone says, these entanglements might "nudge us towards an ethics of cotransformation" that is full of uncertainties (p. 111).
Human/nonhuman postcolonial encounters
In this article I have endeavoured to tell stimulating and challenging stories of postcolonial entanglements between human and nonhuman species. These stories, I believe, are worth telling as we attempt to engage in nonhegemonic child and youth studies (de Finney et al., 2012 Here, I believe, are lessons for those of us working with children. Perhaps we can begin to pay attention to children's encounters with nonhuman species so that we can find ways to respond to histories of colonization. "How are we going to respond to these mundane encounters?" might be the question we need to ask and grapple with.
If we tell these mundane stories, Haraway writes, we might begin to remember other stories-"stories about immigration, indigenous worlds, work, hope, love, play; and the possibility of cohabitation through reconsidering sovereignty and ecological developmental naturecultures" (p. 98). Deborah Bird Rose (2004) refers to an "ethics for decolonization" as one that "work[s] with harm, twisting violence back into flourishing and life-affirming relationships" (p. 8). This is an ethics about connections that is "situated in bodies and in time and in place" (Rose, 2004, p. 8 ). Rose writes:
The ethical challenge of decolonization illuminates a ground of powerful presence.
Against domination it asserts relationality, against control it asserts mutuality, against hyperseparation it asserts connectivity, and against claims that rely on an imagined future it asserts engaged responsiveness in the present. (p. 213)
If we tell these situated stories and pay attention to how we are entangled in a web of histories, we may begin to see our relationships with children differently. If we ourselves or children themselves are not seen as the centre of our troubles, but instead we become more worldly, then we might find possibilities for new worlds and new relations to emerge. Looking at the deer who visit our playgrounds and following the stories that connect and entangle us with them cannot but make us "more worldly, more enmeshed in webs of history that demand response today" (p. 100). These encounters generate meanings and generate us and the deer and multiple species. More importantly, these encounters coshape us all and our histories. There is nothing simple about these entanglements. No generalizations can be made as to how we practice, what we do, or how we respond. Each encounter requires a different kind of attention. There are no shortcuts for any of us. Haraway (2008) writes: "There is no happy ending to offer, no conclusion to this ongoing entanglement, only a sharp reminder that anywhere one really looks actual living [nonhumans] are waiting to guide humans into contested worldings" (p. 39).
We need to figure out, together, how we want to live as heterogeneous species that are now entangled in colonized common worlds.
